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Servicemen and veterans represent an important human resource.* 
Many servicemen and veterans have a desire to continue their education 
and thereby increase. their potential contribution to society. Under 
Public Law #16 ( Public Law #346, P1,1blic Law #550, and Public Law 
#894, hereafter referred to as the GI Bill, soine of these men enrolled in 
four-year college programs, while still others entered vocational and 
technical programs. Several _studies have analyzed the educational 
characteristics of servicemen and veterans who entered a four-year 
college program, but little is known on the men who entered vocational 
or technical programs. 
Statement ot the Problem 
The problem in this study was concerned with the lack of descrip-
tive information relative to servicemen and veterans enrolled in Okla-
homa's vrn;::ational and technical institutions in.the Fall of 1968. 
* The term "serviceman" refers to a person on active duty. The 




Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to describe the personal characteris-
tics of servicemen and veterans in Oklahoma I s vocational and technical 
training institutions and programs so that it could be used to (1) provide 
a reference point for counseling of servicemen and veterans and (2) pro-
vide a starting point in this field of research that has been neglected. 
Considered in this investigation were. nine personal characteristics of 
servicemen and veterans and the distribution of these characteristics in 
Oklahoma I s vocational and teqhnical institutions and programs. 
Need for .the Study 
Since 1965 the A.rmed Forces have increased the number of per-
sonnel in .the different branches of the military in order to cope with the 
manpower needs of the Vietnam War. With the length of longevity 
ranging from two to four years (excluding career personnel), there will 
be an increasingly large number of military personnel returning to 
civilian life well into the 19 7 0' s . The Thorndike and Hagen study 1 
shows that as many as 55 percent of returning military personnel have 
a desire to continue their formal education at one time or another in their 
lives. Recent data2 show that college and university enrollment of 
veterans has dropped from one-half after Wor:ld War II and the Korean 
conflict,, to one-fifth of the discharged Vietnam veterans. The Vietnam 
veterans represent an actual and potential human resource. reservoir. 
3 
There is a need for information to help these servicemen and veterans to 
continue their education. In order to cope with this need, up-to-date 
information on the educational characteristics of servicemen and veterans 
· is essential for their counseling. 
Thefiles of the Employment Security Commission of Oklahoma 
located in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, gave the following breakdown of 
discharged veterans returning to the state of Oklahoma for the 13 months 
June 1968 thru June 1969. Of the 9,375 discharged veterans who re-
turned to Oklahoma, 2,325 or 25 percent had plans to terminate from 
active duty and pursue training in excess of three consecutive months. 
Follow-ups ranging from a period of two weeks to five months, varying 
with the time the dischargee sent in his forms, resulted in the following 
breakdown on 6,258 of the remaining 7,050 veterans: 
TABLE I 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ACTIVITIES OF VETERANS 
WHO RETURNED'T'O OKLAHOMA 
Employed 
Self-Employed 
Returned to old job 
Planning to return to school 
In school 
In training (OJT) 
Left area 












Some servicemen stationed at military installations in Oklahoma 
attend colleges, vocational schools, and technical schools. The number 
of servicemen enrolled varies from semester to semester and is difficult 
to determine in. actual numbers. In .this study the servicemen are in-
cluded with the veterans. No effort was made to differentiate between 
them (see Assumption on page 5) . 
This study did not try to determ.ine ;why t}:lese servicemen and 
veterans enrolled in vocational and technical schools in Oklahoma, but 
rather to describe the personal characteristics of the men in various 
vocational and technical training institutions and programs. To do this, 
the following research questions were put forth: 
Research Question 1: What are the personal characteristics (age, 
education, marital status, physical handicap, race, job preparation, 
level of training, percentage who preferred to secure employment in Okla-
homa, and persons who influenced them to enroll in a training program) 
of servicemen and veterans in the various types of vocational and tech-
nical training institutions? 
Research Question 2: What are the persop.al characteristics (same 
as above) of servicemen and veterans in the different types of vocational 
and technical training programs ? 
Scope of the Study 
This study collected data on 81 percent of a total population, with 
no bias check on non-respondE;mts, of all servicemen and veterans 
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enrolled in· the public vocational and technical training programs in Okla-
homa, Fall 1968. For the first time, student characteristic data on ser-
vicemen and veterans were collected at 2 0 percent of the. private vocation-
al schools in Oklahoma. The data for this study were gathered by the 
Occupational Training Information System, OTIS Research Project, Okla-
. homa State Univers.ity. 3 
The study dealt with .these four types of vocational and technical 
institutions and their programs: 
a. All programs offered by the technical institutes oper-
ated by a state university. 
b. Programs at state-supported junior colleges which receive 
financial reimbursement from the Technical Education 
Division of the State Department of Vocational-Technical 
Education. 
c. Programs at vocational technical schools which receive 
financial reimbursement from the Technical Education 
Division. of the State Department of Vocational-Technical 
Education. 
d. Programs at private schools which receive benefits under 
the GI Bill for the servicemen and veterans enrolled in 
their programs. 
Assumption 
This study has the major assumption that both servicemen and 
veterans enrolled in Oklahoma I s vocational and technical training pro-
grams have similar personal characteristics. The reason that servicemen 
and veterans were combined into one group was due to questionnaire 
design. Question number eighteen on the questionnaire (see-Appendix B) 
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states, "What were you. doing before you first enrolled in this program?" 
The option chosen by both servicemen and veterans was "military. 11 Since 
both groups chose "militclry, 11 there was no way to distinguish between 
them. The only known connection between the two groups is their military 
', 
background and .their de sire to enroll in a vocational or technical program. 
Definitions of Terms 
Junior College - An institution of higher education which usually 
offers the. first two years of college instruction, frequently grants an 
associate degree, and does not grant a bachelors degree. It is either an 
independently organiz$.d institution which is a part of a public school sys-
tem or an independently organized system of junior colleges. Offerings 
include college transfer courses and programs or general education pro-
grams at the post-secondary instructional level, and may also include con-
tinuing education for adults as well as other community services. 4 (p. ?) 
Office. Programs - Those programs in which the body of subject 
matter, or combinations of courses and practical experience, is organi-
zed into programs of instruction to provide opportunities for pupils to 
prepare for and achieve career objectives in selected office occupations. 
In the instructional process, various aspects of subject matter frequently 
are drawn from other subject-matter areas. Learning experiences are 
designed to lead to employment and/or advancement of individuals in 
occupations in public or private enterprises or organizations related to 
the facilitating function of the office. "Facilitating function" as used 
here refers to the expediting role played by office occupations as the 
connecting link between the production and distribution activities of an 
7 
organization. Included is a variety of activities, such as. recording and 
retrieval of data, supervision. and coordination of office activities, in-
. . . 5 (p. 606) 
ternal and external communication, and the reporting of information. 
Private Vocational Schoof - A school established and operated by 
an agency other than the state or .its subdivisions, and supported by other 
than public funds, which has as its purpose the preparation of students for 
entrance into or progress in trades orotherskilled occupations. 5 (p.lSS) 
Serviceman - A person vyho has served at least one day in the active 
service of theArmedForcesofthe United States, but has not been discharged. 
Technical Institute - A post-high school irJ;stitution offering 
training for occupations in which emphasis is placed on the application 
of the functional aspects of mathematics and science, or an officially 
designated, separately organized te.chnical institute division of a four-
year institution. The primary purpose of the technical institute is 
training for an objective other than a bachelors degree. 4 (p · 7) 
Technical Programs - These programs concerned with that body of 
knowledge organized in a planned sequence of classroom and laboratory 
experiences, usually at the post-secondary level, to prepare pupils for 
a cluster of job opportunities in a specialized field of technology. The 
program of instruction normally includes· the study of the underlying 
sciences and supporting mathematics inherent in a technology, as well 
as methods, skills, materials, and processes commonly used and 
8 
services performed in the technology. A planned seqi..ience of study and 
extensive knowledge in a field of specialization is required in technical 
education, including competency in the basic c;::ommuni.cation skills and 
related general education. Technical programs prepare the student in 
the occupational area between the skilled craftsman and the professional 
person such as the doctor, the engineer, and the scientist. 5 (p • 638 ) 
Trade and Industrial Programs - These programs are the btanch of 
vocational education which is concerned with preparing persons for 
initial employment, or for upgrading or retraining workers in a wide range 
of trade and industrial occupations. Such occupations are skilled or 
semi-skilled and are concerned with layout designing, producing, pro-
cessing, assembling, testing, maintaining, servicing, or repairing any 
product or commodity. Instruction is provided (1) in basic manipulative 
sk~lls, safety judgment, and related occupational information in mathe-
matics, drafting, and science required to perform successfully in the 
occupation, and (2) through a combination of shop or laboratory ex-
periences simulating those found in industry and classroom learning. 
Included is instruction for apprentices in apprenticible occupations or 
for journeymen already engaged in a trade or industrial occupation. Also 
included is training for service and certain semi-professional occupations 
5 (p. 65 3) 
considered to be trade and industrial in nature. 
Veteran - A person who has served at least one day in the active 
service of Armed Forces of the United States from the time of the Spanish-
American War, April 2 1, 189 8, to the pre sent Vietnam conflict and has 
9 
been discharged or released from active dl,lty. 
Vocational Technical School - An area school or high school which 
offers training programs at both .the trade and technical level. This type 
of school has preparation for employment as its primary objective. While 
this type of institution serves post-high school students f it does not 




REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This review of literature explores several articles and studies which 
are directly and indirectly related to vocational and technical education 
training of servicemen and veterans. Although none of these studies or 
articles shows usable information applicable for counseling servicemen 
and veterans, they do present background .information. on servicemen and 
veterans. The review of literature consists of two parts: (1) Training 
Under the GI Bill; and (2) Transferring From Military Service to Civilian 
Employment. 
Training Under the GI Bill 
7 . . 
In an article by Bradford Morse , entitled "The Veteran and His 
7 (p. 5) 
Education," Mr. Morse presents, in Table II, the different types of 
veteran training provided by the GI Bill (Public Law #16, Public Law #346, 
Public Law #550, and Public Law #894). Of particular interest to insti-
tutions of vocational education may be the fact that, while 43 percent 
of the World War II veterans entered vocational training institutions, 
only 3 6 percent of the Korean veterans took advantage of educational 
benefits in vocational education. Also noted was the fact that veteran 
enrollments in colleges and universities jumped from one-third after 
10 
11 
World War II to over one--half after the Korean War. Mr. Morse did not 
state why the veterans decided to cc;mtinue their education.' But it should 
be remembered there are many factors that coul~ influence veterans to 
continue or not to continue their education, e.g. , age, education, mari-
tal .status, possible job opportunities veterans could secure without 
further education or training, size of GI Bill payment, etc. 
TABLE II 
TYPES OF TRAINING UNDER THB GI BILL LAWS 
(In Thousands) 
Vocational Education and 
Rehabilitation Training 
Type of Training PL 16 PL 894 PL 346 PL 550 
Total* WW II Korea . WW II Korea 
Total . . . . . . . . 10,455 614 62 7,800 2,302 
Institutions of higher learning. 3,435 1~3 22 2,200 1,166 
Schools below college level 4,364 149 26 3,500 824 
Apprentice & other on-the-job . 1,810 . 236 11 1,400 219 
Institutional on-farm 846 76 5 700 93 
*Since veterans pursued courses under more than one law, the 
totals are less than the sum of figures for each program. 
A study by Charles. Nam 8 found that the effects of the GI Bill on 
college enrollments was substantial. Almost half o(the veterans of 
World War II and the Korean conflict used the GI Bill benefits for 
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education and training. Eighty-two percent of those veterans who had 
attended college before the war made use of the GI BUI benefits to con-
tinue their education. Nam 8 (p, 29 ) indicated that "a substantial minority 
of the veterans who attended college after the war (World War II and the 
Korean conflict) would not have attended if the GI Bills had not been 
available to assist them, and conversely, that a high proportion probably 
would have attended college after service even without the advantages 
of the GI Bill. 11 Nam found that many veterans exhausted their benefits 
and finished their schooling without the benefits. Because of this fact, 
Nam estimates that the educational advancements of only one-fourth of 
the one million veterans who graduated from college after the war can be 
attributed to the effects of the GI Bill. 
A previous study by Thorndike and Hagen 1 ( P · 43 ) on Air Force men 
showed some findings parallel to those of Nam, 
During 1954-1955, approximately 55 percent reported 
they were attending some type of school. Thirty percent of 
the group were in college, and 25 percent were in various 
types of non-collegiate programs. A separate tabulation indi-
cates that more than three-fourths of those who attended school 
did so on a full-time basis. The figures for education planned 
in 1955-56 show an even higher percentage planning to get 
some further schooling. The increase is entirely in the part-
time group, and may include a number who do not actually 
follow through on their plans. 
When asked to report on the education they had planned 
to get at the time they were separated from the Air Force, a 
somewhat higher number reported planning for further education. 
Plans for college education were reported by 40. 2 percent of 
the group; plans for other types of education by 21. 5 percent. 
Responses were unclear or missing for 4. 6 percent, while only 
3 . 8 percent reported that they had no educational plans or were 
undecided about their educational future. 
. • . We may note in passing .that approximately 90 per-
cent of those who were continuing their education reported 
that they were doing so under the GI Bill. 
Frederiksen and Schrader's study 9 on 10,000 veterans and non-
veteran students in sixteen American colleges dealt with the incentive 
13 
the GI Bill gave. to veterans to continue their education. Frederiksen and 
Schrader reported that about 2 0 percent of the veterans who were freshmen 
were apparently influenced by the GI Bill (or other veteran benefits) in 
their decision to enter college. They concluded that ten percent of the 
veterans definitely would not have entered college without the financial 
assistance provided by the GI Bill. 
In 1953, a United States Veterans Administration bulletin IO esti-
mated that:(l) 2-1/2 million, or one-third of the veterans who entered 
training under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 had enrolled 
in craft, trade, or ind us trial courses ; (2) another three-quarters of a 
million veterans had taken some type of farm training; .. and (3) a large 
number of veterans took specialized training col,lrse s of one type or 
another outside the regular school system. 
On the Today Show, 2 Dennis Johnson, Director of the National 
Center for College Admission, stated that three-fol!lrths of the Vietnam 
veterans have a high school diploma and that only one out of five Vietnam 
veterans make use of their GI Bill benefits. He gave three possible 
reasons why so few Vietnam veterans continue their education in college: 
1, That the veterans are mostly those men who chose to 
go into the military instead of going to coll~ge. · In 
short, these men are not interested in college . 
2. That the GI Bill benefits are not large enough to finance 
a college education. 
3. That while in the service, few servic~men know their 
benefits under the GI Bill. 
Johnson presented several efforts .that could or are being done to 
help Vietnam veterans continue their education. 
1. Congress presently has a bill that will increase the GI 
Bill educational benefits by 2 7 percent. 
2 . That _there should be a special educational loan for 
veterans. 
3. That servicemen should be systematically informed about -
their GI Bill benefits before .they are discharged from the 
service. 
Transferring From Military Service to Civilii;in Employment 
14 
The National Manpower Policy Task Force 11 states that, today, 
orie out of every four or five men in. the armed services is assigned ex-
clusively to comba_t missions. The others are engaged in logistical 
support where they need .skills identical or closely related to skills used 
in -the civilian economy. 
The following three studies describe the types of training that 
servicemen and veterans needed or expected to need in order to transfer 
from the military servl,e into Civilian employment. 
1 . . 
The Thorndike and Hagen study revealed that 40 percent of the 
men tried to get civilian employment with their Air Force training and 
experience, but only 18 percent succeeded. 
The Bureau of Social Science Research study 12 (p · UH on retiring 
i 
servicemen showed that: . 
most men expected to bE:l able to accomplish the transition to 
civilian jobs without extensive. retraining •.• only 45 percent 
of the officers and 27 percent of the enlisted men had rnaqe 
any plans for further training, education, or retraining at the 
time they were about to retire. While about two-.thirds of 
the officers and one,.;half of the enltsted men. thought that they 
might need some additional training to qualify for civilian jobs 
they hoped. to get, this was largely :visualized as training 
that could be acquired on the job. ···· 
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Richardson's study13 (p. lO) on qischa.rged Air Force personnel had 
similar findings. He explained that "about one-fourth of each group 
(o!ficers and enlisted men) did take some training --- the officers mainly 
in professiQnal, technical, managerial, and sales fields and the en- . 
. . . . . . . 
listed men in machine trades, bench work, and structural work. 11 The 
'. 
surprising finding here was the large riumber of both officers and enlisted 
men in the technically skilled groups who. took training. 
The review of i~terature shows three basic· packgro1Jnd characteris-
tics of servicemen and veterans: (1) that three-fourths of the servicemen 
receive some limited vocational or technical training in the military 
service; (2) that .the enrollments. in. post-service training by veterans 
have decreased since World War U to the present Vietnam conflict; and 
(3) t.hat most servicemen and veterans feel that they need some form of 
additional training to qualify for civilian jobs. 
CHAPTERUI 
PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS 
The procedure and analysis qonsist of three divisions: (1) Method . . . 
,Used to Collect Data: (2) Institutions and Programs in Which Servicemen 
and Veterans Were- Enrolled: and (3) The Analysis of the Nine Personal 
Characteristics of Servicemen and, Veterans. 
Method Used to Collect Data 
Between October l, 1968, and December 15, 1968, the Occupational 
Training Information System (OTIS .Research Project) at Oklahoma State 
University's School of Occupational and Adult Education, in cooperation 
- with.the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Edu-
oationand .the Association of Oklahoma Private Schools, distributed a 
student qµestionnaire, OTIS II Form (see Appendix B), to sub-professional 
occl,lpational programs at all the public vocational and technical programs 
in Oklahoma and at 20 percent of Oklahoma's private vocational schools .3 
This study utilized information from the OTIS II Forms concerning Okla-
.homa 's v<;>cational and technical institutions and programs which had 




Institutions and Programs in Which Servicemen 
and Veterans Were Enrolled 
17 
In all of the vocational and technical schools covered by ihe OTIS 
Research Project, 822 servicemen· and vete.(aris at thirty-two school~ 
were enrolled in these four types of institutions: nine private schools; 
twelve vocational technical schools; seven jµnior colleges; and four 
technici;il .institutes. Table III shows the !qur types of vocational and - . . 
technical institutions and the four types of program classifications in 
which servicemen and veterans were enrolled. 
TABLE III 
TYPES OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS 
Al\TD PROGRAMS IN WHICH SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS 
WERE ENROLLED 
TYPE OF INSTITUTION 
Voca-
Private tional Tech-
Voca- . Tech- Junior nical 
TYPE OF tional nical Col- Insti-
PROGRAM Schools Schools leges tutes Total 
Office 32 5 96 27 160 
Technical 3 6 43 85 137 
T & I 313 26 9 158 506 
Other 3 0 0 16 19 
Total 351 37 148 286 822 
18 
Table III shows the following important characteristics of service-
. ; 
men and veterans in Oklahoma's vocational and technical education insti-
tutions and programs: 
The private vocational schools and the technical insti-
tutes accounted for 42. 6 percent, or 351 of 822, and 34. 7 
percent, or 2 86 of 822, respectively, of all the servicemen 
and veterans in Oklahoma's vocational and technical education 
institutions. 
These were the three important observations from the pro-
grams: (1) 61.6 percent, or 506 of 822, of the servicemen and 
veterans were in trade and industrial programs; (2) 60 percent, 
or 96 of 160, of the servicemen and veterans in office programs 
were enrolled in junior colleges; and (3) the technical programs 
have their highest concentration of servicemen and veterans 
enrolled at junior colleges and technical institutes. 
The Analysis of the Nine Personal Characteristics 
of Servicemen and Veterans 
Each of the nine personal characteristics of servicemen and vetercms 
enrolled in Oklahoma's vocational and technical education, is analyzed 
in two parts. The first part deals with the distribution of each personal 
characteristic inthe four types of vocational and technical institutions. 
'!'he second part deals with the distribution of the same personal character-
istics in the four types of program cla:s1sifications. In both parts the data . . . 
are the same, but are analyzed in two ways. The nine personal character-
istics to be analyzed are: ag~; educatiipn; marital status; physical handi-
cap; race; job preparation; level of training; percentage who preferred to 
secure employment in Oklahoma; and persons who influenced them to 
enroll in a training program. 
19 
Age (Institutions) 
Table N shows that over 87 percent of the servicemen and veterans 










THE AGES OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS IN THE 
FOUR TYPES OF OKLAHqMA' S VOCATIONAL 
AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS 
(Percent) 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS 
Private Voca-
Voca .... tional Junior 
tional Technical Col-· 'l'echnical 
Schools Schools leges Institutes 
n=351 n= 37 n::::,148 n=258 
69.9 73.0 51. 6 68.0 
23.9 13.5 19.8 20.6 
l. 7 2.7 12.4 2.0 
l.4 14.2 4.0 
3 .1 10.8 2.0 5.4 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 










The number of servicemen and veterans in the private vocational schools, 
vocational technical schools, and technical institutes tapered off in the 
middle age ranges and-then rose slightly in the 40 and older group. This 
can probably };)e attributed to the length of military service. that the 
veterans experienced. That is, the older age group served in the military 
until retirement, 2 0 years or longer, before entering vocational or techni-
cal training . 
This trend was not present in the junior colleges. This may be 
· be attributed to the proximity of Ft. Sill to Cameron State College . 
Servicemen of all ages stationed at Ft. Sill can attend classes at 
Cameron State College which claims 125 oµt of 148, or 84.5 percent, of 
the servicemen and veterans enrolled in junior colleges. 
Age (Programs) 
Table V shows that the programs have the same tapering off in the 
middle age ranges and the same slight rise in the 40 and older age. group, 
as did the institutions, the only exception being the office programs. 
The office programs are mostly dominated by the junior colleges. Since 
Cameron State College claims 84. 5 percent of the servicemen and 
veterans enrolled in junior colleges, the tapering off and the rise effects 
are not present. 
· Education (Institutions) 
The average number of years of education completed by servicemen 









THE AGES OF SERVICEMEN'AND VETERANS IN THE 
VARIOUS TYPES OF OKLAHOMA'S VOCATIONAL 
AND TECHNICAL PROGRAMS 
(Percerlt) 
'·, 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Trade & 
Tech- Indus-
Office nical trial Other 
Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro-
grams grams grams grams 
n=l60 n=l37 n=506 n= 19 
53.7 62. 0 70.8 68.2 
20.6 27.2 21. 0 10.6 
9.4 3.6 1. 8 10.6 
13. 1 3.6 2.2 
3.2 3.6 4.2 10.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 










THE AVERAGE YEARS OF EDUCATION 
COMPLETED BY SERVICEMEN AND 
VETERANS, BY INSTITUTIONS 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS 
.Private Vocational Schools (n=349) 
Vocational Technical Schools (n=3,6) 
Junior Colleges (n=l48) 
Technical Institutes (n""'2 85) 









*Percentages are to the nearest tenth of a percent. 
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The average education for the four types of institutions was 12. 34 
years. Because the junior colleges had a high concentration of service-
men and veterans who had completed more -than one year of college, the 
junior colleges had a higher average than did the other types of insti-
tutions. 
Education (Programs) 
The average number of years of educaUQn completed by service-
men and veterans in the four program classifications is shown in Table 
VII. 
TABLE VII 
THE AVERAGE YEARS OF EDUCATION 
COMPLETED BY SERVICE MEN AND 
VETERANS, BY PROGRAMS 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Office Programs (n=l59) 
Technical Programs (n=l3 7) 
Trade and Industrial Programs (n=SO 1) 
Other Programs (n=l9) 









*Percentages are to the nearest tenth of a percent. 
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Since most of the office programs are offered at the junior colleges, the ,, 
average education level in the office programs was substantially higher 
than the other types of programs . 
Marital Status (Institutions) 
The data concerning the marital status of the servicemen and 
veterans in the four types of institutions is shown in Table VIII. It can 
be seen that the junior colleges enrolled a higher percentage of married 
servicemen and veterans than did the other three types of institutions. 
TABLE VIII 
THE MARITAL STATUS OF SERVICEMEN AND 
VETERANS IN THE FOUR TYPES 
OF INSTITUTIONS 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS 
Private Vocational Schools (n=48) 
Vocational Technical Schools (n=3 7) 
Junior Colleges (n=l46) 







Percentage married in all types of institutions 55.1 
*Percentages are to the nearest tenth of a percent 
Marital Status (Programs) 
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The marital status of the servicemen and veterans enrolled in the 
four program classifications is shown in Table IX. Although approximately 
half of the servicemen and veterans were married, there was a higher 
percentage of married servicemen and veterans enrolled in office programs 
than in the other three program classifications. 
Physically Handicapped (Institutions) 
The distribution of the physically handicapped servicemen and 
veterans in the four types of institutions is shown in Table X. Of 
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importance is that the private vocational schools had a substantially 
lower percentage of physically handicapped servicemen and veterans than 
did the other three types of institutions. 
TABLE IX 
THE MARITAL STATUS OF SERVICEMEN AND 
VETERANS IN THE FOUR TYPES 
OF PROGRAMS 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Office Programs (n=l5 7) 
Technical Programs (n=l35) 
Trade and Industrial Programs (n=503) 







Percentage married in all types of programs 55. 1 
*Percentages are to the nearest tenth of a percent 
Physically Handicapped (Programs) 
The distribution of the physically handicapped servicemen and 
veterans in the four program classifications is shown in Table XI. In 
actual number, the trade and industrial programs had the greatest number 
of physically handicapped servicemen and veterans. Although the "other" 
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programs had a higher percentage of .physically handicapped servicemen 
and veterans, the actual number of physically handicapped was less than 
in the other three program classifications. 
TABLE X 
THE PERCENTAGE OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS 
WHO ARE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
BY INSTITUTIONS 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS 
Private Vocational Schools (n=351) 
Vocational Technical Schools (n==37) 
Junior Colleges (n=l48) 
Technical Institutes (n=2 5 8) 
Percentage of handicapped in all types of 
ins ti tut ions 








*Percentages are to the nearest tenth of a percent 
Race (Institutions} 
Table XII provides the distribution of the various races of service-
men and veterans in the four types of institutions. The Table reveals 
two important observations: (1) 90. 6 percent of the servicemen and 
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veterans in the four types of institutions were Caucasians; and (2) 21, 6 
percent of the servicemen and veterans enrolled in the vocaUonal techni-
cal schools were Negro. Although this 21. 6 percent is far greater than 
the percentages of Negro servicemen and veterans in the other types of 
institutions, the actual number of servicemen and veterans in-the voca-
tional technical schools was small in comparison to the other three types 
of institutions. 
TABLE XI 
THE PERCENTAGE OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS 
WHO ARE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
BY PROGRAMS 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Office Programs (n=l60) 
Technical Programs (n=l3 7) 
Trade and Industrial Programs (n=506) 
Other Programs (n=l9) 

















THE RACES OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS IN THE 
FOUR TYPES OF OKLAHOMA'S VOCATIONAL 
AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS 
1 (Percent) 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS 
Private Voca-
. Voca- tional Junior 
tional Technical Col- Technical 
Schools Schools leges Institutes 
n==347 n== 37 n==l45 n==2 82 
1. 2 5.0 
2.5 21. 6 5.5 5.0 
94.3 75.7 90.4 88.3 
American 1.2 1.4 
Oriental 0.6 0.3 
Other 0.2 2.7 2.7 1.4 
Total* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 










Table XIII shows the distribution of the various races among the 
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servicemen and veterans in the four program classi.ficatior1:s. The office 
programs and the trade and industrial programs had a greater diversity 







THE RACES OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS IN THE 
VARIOUS TYPES OF OKIAHOMA'S VOCATIONAL 
AND TECHNICAL PROGRAMS 
(Percent} 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Trade & 
Tech- Indus,.. 
Office nical trial Other 
Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro-
grams grams grams grams 
n=l57 n=135 n=500 n= 19 
1. 3 0.8 2.8 5,3 
6.3 5 .1 4.4 5.3 
88.6 92.7 90.8 89.4 
American 1. 3 0.8 
Oriental 0.6 
Other 2.5 1.4 0.6 
Total* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 










Job Preparation (Institutions) 
The percentages of the servicemen and veterans who enrolled in 
one of the four types of institutions in order to prepare for a job are 
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shown in Table XIV. Although the majority of the servicemen and veterans 
were enrolled in training to prepare for employmE;Jnt, the private vocational 
schools and the technical institutes had greater percentages than did the 
junior colleges and vocational technical schools. 
TA13LE XIV 
THE PERCENTAGE OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS 
WHO ENROLLED IN A VOCATIONAL OR 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTION IN ORDER TO 
PREPARE FOR A JOB 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS 
Private Vocational Schools (n=348) 
Vocationc;l.l Technical Schools (n=36) 
Junior Colleges (n=l44) 
Technical Institutes (n=281) 
Percentage in all institutions combined 
*Percentages are to the nearest percent 
TO PREPARE 







Job Preparation (Programs) 
Table XV provides the percentages of servicemen and veterans who 
were enrolled in one of the four program classifications in order to pre-
pare for a job. Of importance is the fact that the trade and industrial 
programs enrolled a higher percentage of servicemen and veterans who 
were preparing for employment tpan did the other three types of programs. 
TABLE XV 
THE PERCENTAGE OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS 
WHO ENROLLED IN A VOCATIONAL OR 
TECHNICAL PROGRAM IN ORDER TO 
PREPARE FOR A JOB 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Office Programs (n=l57) 
Technical Programs (n=l33) 
Trade and Industrial (n=S01) 
Other Programs (n=l9) 
Percentages in all programs combined 
*Percentages are to the nearest :µercent 
TO PREPARE 







Level of Training (Institutions) 
Table XVI pre sen ts the level of training in which the servicemen 
and veterans were enrolled in the four types of institutions. The level 
of training in which servicemen and veterans were enrolled showed that 
76. 4 percent were in adult preparatory or adult sqpplementary training 
to acquire new skills or to upgrade their skills. The junior colleges and 
technical institutes had a higher percentage of students at the first and 
second year levels of post high school training than did the private 
vocational schools and the vocational technical schools. It is possible 
that the four categories overlap. That is, a .student in his second year 
of a technology at a junior college co.uld think that he was taking adult 
preparatory training to prepare for gainful employment. 
Level of Training (Programs) 
Table XVII presents the level of training of the servicemen and 
veterans enrolled in the four program classifications. The Table shows 
two important observations: (1) 52. 4 perc:::ent of the servicemen and veter-
ans in the office programs were engaged in adult supplementary training; 
and (2) 54. 0 percent of the servicemen and veterans in .the trade and 
industrial programs were engaged in adult preparatory training. Again, 
it should be remembered that the four categories can overlap. 
Percentage who Preferred to Secure Employment in Oklahoma (Institutions) 
Table XVIII shows the percentages of the servicemen and veterans, 
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in the four types of institutions, who preferred to secure employment in 
Oklahoma if job opportunities were equal. The findings in Table XVIII 
indicate that, if employment opportunities were equal in Oklahoma, one-
third of the servicemen and veterans would remain in Oklahoma, one-
third would leave the state, and one-third were undecided. The private 
vocational schools and the junior colleges had the highest Ol,lt-of-state 
migration percenti3,ges while ..the vocational technical schools and the 
technical institutes had the highest percentages of those who planned to 
remain in Oklahoma. 
TABLE XVI 
THE LEVEL OF TRAINING AT WHICH SERVICE MEN AND 
VETERANS WERE ENROLLED, BY lNSTITUTIONS 
(Percent) 
TYPI;S OF INSTITUTIONS 
Private Voca-. 
Voca- tional Junior 
LEVEL OF tional Technical Col- Technic;::al 
TRAINING Schools Schools leges Institutes 
n=322 n= 33 n=l42 n=274 
Post High School 
Fir~t Year 0.3 9.2 16.9 36.5 
Post High School 
Second Year 0.6 3.0 7.7 14.5 
Adult Preparatory 59.0 51. 5 22.6 36.4 
Adult Sw1plementary 40.1 36.3 52. 8 12. 6 
Total* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 








THE LEVEL OF TRAINING AT WHICH SERVICEMEN AND 
VETERANS WERE ENROLLED, BY PROGRAMS 
(Percent) 
TYPES, OF PROGRAMS 
Trade & 
Indus-
Office Technical trial Other 
LEVEL OF Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro-
TRAINING grams grams grams grams 
n=l55 n=l28 n=468 n= 19 
Post High School 
First Year 14.2 28.2 13.7 36.8 
Post High School 
Second Year 8.9 16.4 3.7 5.3 
Adult Preparatory 24.5 31.2 54.0 36.8 
Adult Supplementary . 52.4 24.2 28.6 21.1 
Total* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 








Percentage who Preferred to Secure Em~loyment in Oklahoma (Programs) 
The percentages of servicemen and veterans, enrolled in the four 
program classifications, who preferred to secure employment in Oklahoma 
if opportunities were equal is shown in Table XIX. A greater percentage 
of the servicemen and veterans in the technical and "other" programs 
indicated that t:pey would prefer to remain in Oklahoma if employment 
opportunities were equal . 
TABLE XVUI 
THE PERCENTAGE OF SERVICEMEN AND VETERANS WHO 
WOULD PREFER TO STAY IN OKLAHOMA IF JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES WERE EQUAL, BY INSTITUTIONS 
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS 
:Private Voca"" 
WILL YOU Voca- tional Junior 
STAY IN tional Technical Col- Technical 
OKLAHOMA? Schools Schools leges Institutes 
n=345 n= 37 n=l45 n=285 
Yes 19.5 43.3 22.7 47.7 
No 48.6 16.2 44.1 15.8 
Don't Know 31. 9 40.5 33.2 36.5 
Total* 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 







Persons Who Influenced Them to Enroll in a Training Program (Institutions) 
Persons who ~nfluenced the servicemen and veterans to enroll in 
a vocational or technical program in one of the four types of institutions 
are shown in Table XX. Of importance here are these two observations: 
TABLE XIX 
THE PERCENTAGE OF SERVICE MEN AND VETERANS WHO 
WOULD PREFER TO STAY IN OKLAHOMA IF JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES WERE EQUAL, BY PROGRAMS 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
Trade & 
Indus-
WILL YOU Office Technical trial Other 
STAY IN Pro-. Pro- Pro- Pro-





























(1) 48 percent of .the servicemen and veterans entered the training pro-
gram on their own initiative; and (2) an obvious 21 . 2 percent had still 
other persons who influenced them. to engage .in training. Omitted on 
the list of possible answers to-this .item were such .ag.encies as 
veterans' affairs offices and employment agencies. Thus, much infor-
mation in this area has yet to be cbllected. 
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TABLE XX 
THE PERSONS WHO INFLUENCED SERVICEMEN AND 
VETERANS TO ENROLL IN A VOCATIONAL AND 
TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAM, BY 
INSTITUTIONS 
(Percent} 
TYPE OF INSTITUTIONS 
PERSONS IN-· Private Voca-
FLUENCING THEIR Voca- tional Junior 
ENROLLMENT IN tional Technical Col- Technical 
A PROGRAM Schools Schools leges Institutes 
n::::;350 n:::; 37 n=l48 n::;::285 
Relatives 4.2 8 .1 4.7 18.7 
H. S • Principal 0.3 2.7 0.4 
.H. S. Counselor 0.3 5.4 2.4 
Friends 15.7 . 18.9 8.8 14.0 
H. S. Academic 
Teacher 2.7 1.1 
Other 22.3 8.1 16.9 23.8 
Employer 1.9 10.8 6.7 2.8 
Vocational 
Teacher 0.3 8.1 0.7 2.8 
Nobody 55.0 35.2 62.2 34.0 
Total* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
. \ 














THE PERSONS WHO INFLUENCED SERVICEMEN AND 
VETERANS TO ENROLL IN A VOCATIONAL AND 
TECHNJCAL TRAINING PROGRAM, BY 
PROGRAMS 
(Percent) 
TYPES OF PROGRAMS 
' ':• ·'.'(\ 
Trade & 
PERSONS IN- Indus-
FLUENCING THEIR Office Technical trial Other 
ENROLLMENT IN · Pro- · Pro- Pro- Pro-
A PROGRAM grams grams grams grams 
n;:::160 n=l37 n=504 n= 19 
Relatives 6,9 7,3 10.1 31. 6 
H. S • Principal 0.8 0.4 
H. S . Counselor 1.2 1.4 5.3 
friends 8.8 11. 7 16.5 10.5 
H. S. Academic 
Teacher 0.8 0.6 
Other 21.9 24.1 20.0 26.3 
Employer 6.2 5.8 2.2 
Vocational 
Teacher 0.6 2.9 1. 6 
Nobody 54.4 46.6 47,2 26.3 
Total* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 














Persons Who Influenced Them to Enroll in a Training Program (Programs) 
Table XXI lists the persons who .influenced the servicemen, and 
veterans to enroll in one of the four program classif:i.cations. The findings 
are very similar to .those concerning the institutions in regard to th,e per-
centages of servicemen and veterans influenced by ''Nobody" and 
"Others." 
This concludes the analysis of the nine personal characteristics of 
service men and veterans in Oklahoma's vocational and technical educa.;.. 
tion institutions. for further detailed information on. the servicemen and 
veterans, consult Appendi~ A which contains the types of institutions, 
names of the schools, locations of .the schools, types of programs, and 
number of servicemen and veterans enrolled in the programs of the 
institutions. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUM~RY I ,CONCLUSIONS I 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of the study was to describe the personal characteris-
tics of servicemen and veterans in Oklahoma's vocational and technical 
training institutions and programs so that it could be used to: (1) provide 
a reference point for counseling of servicemen and veterans; and (2) 
provide a starting point in this field of research that has been neglected. 
This study collected data on 81 percent of a total population, with 
no bias check on non-respondents, of all servicemen and veterans en-
rolled in the public vocational and technical training programs in Okla-
homa, Fall 1968. For the first time, student characteristic data on 
servicemen and veterans was collected at 2 0. percent of the private 
schools in Oklahoma. The data for this study was gathered by the 
Occupational Training Information System, OTIS Research Project, Okla-
homa State University. 3 In all of the vocational and technical schools 
covered by the OTIS Research Project, 822 servicemen and veterans 
were enrolled in thirty-two of Oklahoma's vocational and technical 
training institutions. Information on these servicemen and ,veterans was 
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collected on a student questionnaire (OTIS II Form, see Appendix B) in 
the thirty-two vocational and technical education institutions. 
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The descriptive analysis of the 822 servicemen and veterans took 
into consideration these nine personal characteristics: age, education, 
marital status, physical handicap, race, job preJ?aration, level of training, 
percentage who preferred to secure employment in Oklahoma, and persons 
who influenced them to enroll in a training prqgram. These nine personal 
characteristics were used to analyze the servicemen and veterans in the 
various types of vocational and technical training institutions and pro-
grams. Below are the major findings of this study. 
1. The private vocational schools and the technical institutes 
accounted for 42. 6 percent, or 351 out of 822, and 34. 7 percent, or 
285 out of 822, respectively, of all servicemen and veterans in Okla-
homa's vocational and technical education institutions. 
2. The trade and industrial programs are the major types of 
program training in which servicemen and veterans were enrolled. This 
program had enrolled within it 61 . 6 percent of all servicemen and veter-
ans in the study. 
3. The ages of the servicemen and veterans enrolled in Okla-
homa's vocational and technical trainin9 showed that 87. 5 percent were 
under 30 years of age. A further breakdown showed that 65. 9 percent 
were under 2 5 years of age. 
4. Of the servicemen and veterans in the study, 86. 5 percent 
were enrolled in a vocational or technical program to prepare for a job. 
5. The percentage of mi:lrried servicemen and veterans was 
55 percent. 
6. The physically handicapped servicemen and veterans in 
Oklahoma I s vocational and techni<;:al institutions numbered 52, or 6. 4 
percent. 
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7. The data show that the servicemen and veterans represented 
a wide variety of races. The race distribution Was 90. 6 percent white, 
4 • 9 percent Negro, and 4 . 5 percent other races. · 
8. A major portion of the servicemen and veterans, 48 percent, 
enrolled in vocational and technical education on their own initiative. 
9. Over 76 percent of the servicemen and veterans Were en-
rolled in adult preparatory training or adl).lt supplem~ntary training. 
10. The percentage of servicemen and veterans who preferred to 
stay in Oklahoma after completion of training. showed that one ""'third 
planned to stay in Oklahoma if employment opportunities were equal, 
one-,third planned to leave the state, and one-third were undecided. 
11. The technical institutes had the largest variety of programs 
in which servicemen and veterans were enrolled. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions of -this descrip:tive study on servicemen c;md 
veterans enrolled in Oklahoma I s vocational and technical eclucqtion are 
as follows: 
1. Since a certain type of institution dominates a particular 
43 
type of program, many of .the personal· characteristics of servicemen and 
. . . . ; 
veterans in the institutions are similar to -the personal characteristics of 
servicemen and veterans in certain programs! This type of institutional 
influence was found in-the similarities in personal characteristics of 
servicemen and veterans between junior colleges and the office occupa ... 
tions and private voc;:ational schools and technical institutes and the 
trade and industrial programs, 
2. Over '76 percent of the servicemen and veterans were enrolled 
in vocational and technical programs which trained them for gainful 
employment or upgraded their skills, Thus,. many of these servicemen 
and veterans enrolled in adult preparatory training and adult supplementary 
training to prepare for employment in the labor market. 
I • , . 
3. The private vocational schools had 42. 6 percent of all the 
servicemen and veterans enrolled in Oklahoma's vocational and technical 
institutions. Because the ·private vocational schools are isolated from 
direct contact with formal public educ~tion, little is known concerning· 
their programs and enrollments. The nine private vocational schools in 
this study are estimated to represent 20 percent of pll the Oklahoma 
private vocational school enrollments. Thus, the private vocational 
schools probably train over half of the servicemen and veterans in Okla-
homa's vocational and technical training. 
Recommendations 
This desoriptiye study on servicemen and veterans in Oklahoma's 
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vocational and technical training institutions puts forth these three short 
but important recommendations: 
1. That more educational research in the field of servicemen 
and veterans' vocational and technical training be done to prepare a 
pathway by which these men can lead more productive lives after leaving 
the military service . 
2 • That Oklahoma's economic development strategy include the 
human res·ources of servicemen and veterans in Oklahoma's future man-
power planning . 
3. That OTIS II (see- Appendix B for quest-ionnaire"·forfu) questions 
number fifteen, sixteen, nineteen, twenty-one, and twenty-six be 
evaluated for reliability on the question replies in.the category called 
"other". 
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APPENDIX A 
LOCATIONS OF THE SCHOOLS AND THE TYPES 
OF PROGRAMS IN WHICH SERVICEMEN 




















PRIVATE VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 
Name of School and Type of :Program 
American Flyers Incorporated, Ardmore, Oklahoma 
Trade and Industrial, Aircraft Operc;1tions 
Hills Business University, Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Office Occupations, Administrative .f\.$sistance 
Oklahoma School of Banking & Business, Oklahoma 
City 
Office Occupations, Accountants Oklahoma 
Office Occupations, Programmers 
Oklahoma Is School of Business, Tulsa, Ok,lahoma 
Distributive Education, Finance and Credit 
Distributive Education, Food Service 
Office Occupations, Accountants 
Office Occupations, Programmers 
Office Occupations, Administrative Assistants 
Spartan' s School of Aeronautics, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Technical, Instrumentation 
Trade and Industrial, Aircraft Maintenance 
Spartc;ln' s School of Flight, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Trade and Industrial, Aircraft Maintenance 
Trade and Industrial, Aircraft Operations 
Southwest Automotive School, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 
Trade and Industrial, Mechanics 
Southwest Machinist School, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 
6 . Trade and Industrial, Machine Shop 
Tulsa School. of Aviation, Tulsa, Oklahoma 






















VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
Name of School and Type of Program 
Area Vocational Technical School, Ardmore, Okla-
homa 
Trade and Industrial, Air Conditioning 
Area Vocational Technical School, Duncan, Okla-
homa 
Office Occupations, Programmers 
Technical Education, Computer Programmer 
Technical Education, Engineer Related 
Trade and Industrial, Body and Fender 
Area Vocational Technical School, Enid, Oklahoma 
Technical Education, Electronics 
Office Occupations,. Programmers 
Area Vocational Technical School, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 
Trade and Industrial, Air Conditioning 
Technical Education, Electronics 
Area Vocational Technical School, Tulsa, Okla.,. 
homa 
. Tec;:hnical EducaUon, Computer, Programmer 
Trade and Industrial, Drafting 
Trade and Industrial, Welding and Cutting 
B. T. Washington High School, Tulsa ,Oklahoma 
Office Occupations, Computer and Console 
Operators 
Trade and Industrial, Drafting 
Trade and Industrial, Industrial Electrictan 
Buffalo Valley High School, Buffalo Valley, 
Oklahoma 
Office Occupations, Business Data Processing 
Systems Occupations, Other 
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Crooked Oak High School, Crooked Oak, Oklahoma 
1 . Trade and Industrial, Machine S:tiop 
Grant High School, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
4 Trade and Industrial, Sheet Metal 
1 Trade and Industrial, Drafting 
Lawton High School, Lawton, Ok;lahoma 
1 Trade and Industrial 
Shields Height School, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
2 Trade and Industrial, Mechanics 
3 Trade and Industrial, Welding and Cutting 
1 . Trade and Industrial, Sheet Metal 
Tahlequah High School, Tahlequah, Oklahoma 














Name of School and Type of Program 
Altus Junior College, Altus, Oklahoma 
Technical Education, Office Related Technology 
Cameron State College, Lawton, Oklahoma 
(in the process of becoming a fo1,1r-year institution) 
Trade and Industrial, Drafting 
Office Occupations, Business Data Processing 
Systems Occupations 
Office Occupations, Accounting and Computing 
Occupations 
Technical Education, Electronic Technology 
Connors State College, Warner, Oklahoma 
Trade and Industrial, Drafting 
Eastern Oklahoma State College, Wilburton, Okla-
homa 
Trade and Industrial, Drafting 
Northeastern Oklahoma State College, Miami, 
Oklahoma 
3 Technical Education, Electronic Technology 
2 Trade and Industrial, Drafting 
4 Technical Education, Computer Programmer 
Northern State College, Tonkawa, Oklahoma 
4 Technical Education, Electronic Technology 
Sayre Junior College, Sayre, Oklahoma 



































Name of School and Type of Program 
Langston University, Langston, Oklahoma 
Technical Education, Electronic Technology 
Oklahoma State Tech. , Okmulgee, Oklahoma 
Agriculture , Agricultural Mechanics 
Art, Commercial Design 
Business, General Business 
Industrial Arts, Drafting 
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Office Occupations, Acco'L\nting and Computing 
Occupations 
Office Occupations, Business Data Processing 
Systems Occupations 
Office Occupations, Accountants 
Office Occupations , Bookkeepers 
Office Occupations, Computer & Console 
Operators 
Office Occupations, General Office Clerks 
Technical Education, Civil Technology 
Technical Education, Electronic Technology 
· Trade and Industrial, Air Conditioning 
Trade and Industrial, Appliance Repair 
Trade and Industrial, Body and Fender 
Trade and Industrial, Mechanics 
Trade and Indu stria!, Specialization, Other 
Trade and Industrial, Commercial Art Occu-
pations 
Trade and Industrial, Construction & Mainten-
ance Trades 
Trade and Industrial, Plumbing and Pipe Fitting 
Trade and Industrial, Diesel Mechanic 
Trade and Indu stria!, Drafting 
Trade and Industrial, Industrial Electrician 
Trade and Industrial, Industrial Electronics 
. Trade and Indu stria!, Upholstering 
Trade and Industrial, Electronics Occupations, 
Other 
Trade and Industrial, Printing Press Occupations 























286 . TOTAL 
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Oklahoma State Tech. , Okmulgee, Oklahoma (cont 1d) 
Trade and Industrial, Instruments Maintenance 
and Repair 
Trade and Industrial, Watchmaking and Repair 
Trade and Industrial, Machine Shop 
Trade and Industrial, Baker 
Trade and Industrial, Cook/Chef 
Trade and Industrial, Refrigeration 
Trade and Industrial, Small Engine Repair, 
Internal Combustion 
Trade and Industrial, Leather Working 
Oklahoma State Technical Institute, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma 
Technical Education, Agricultural Related 
Technology 
. Technical Education, Nuclear Technology 
Technical Education, Petroleum Technology 
Technical Education, Teacher's Assistant at 
the Pre .... Primary Level 
Technical Education, Civil Technology 
Technical Education, Mechanical Technology 
Technical Education, Electronic Technology 
Technical Education, Aeronautical Technology 
Oklahoma State University Technical Institute, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Technical Education 
Technical Education, Computer Programmer 
Technical Education, Electronic Technology 
Technical Education, Civil Technology 
Technical Education, Instrumentation Tech-
nology 
APPENDIX B 
OTIS II QUESTIONNAIRE 
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OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING INFORMATION SYSTEM 
l, IIAMB ---,,LAS='l'=.--------,,P"'I"'"RS"''l',--------H"'I-PP""'LE'"""" ___ 2 • 11GB ----- 3. SEX (CHEClt ONE) D M D r 
4. ARll YOU IWUUEI> (CHECI( ONB) D YIIS D NO 5, SOCIAL SECURITY HUHJIER (IF ANYI .. I _... ..... ....,I [TI, ..... _.._ __ 
6, l'IIUUllllllfl' AllllNSS (WIWUI YOU CAN II& IIIACHSD AF'l'BR ORAPUA'l'IOH Oil COHPJ'..f.'l'IOHt PAR1l11'1' 1S IIOHE, E'i'C,I 
NUMll&II AIID BTIUIIT CI'l'Y, '!'OWN, COMHUNI'l'Y STA'l'B · ZIP COPII 
7, AM YOU TIii IIIAll OP A HOUSIHOLD? D YIIS D NO e. ARE You PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED? DYES D NO 
9, lillAT 11 'ffla NANS OP TIii HlOH SCHOOL YOU ARB NOW A'l"l'BNDJNG OR t.NlT AT'l'ENPED? (IF ANY) ---------------
10, I.OCATION or HlOH SCHOOL LAST ATTIHOIID ------...,.,,=-,,=--=-,-,----=-------------------
CITY, . 1'0WH , OR COMHUHI'l'Y STATE 
11, WHAT PIIOGIWI ARll YOU NOW 'l'Al<ING (BXAHPUlt, 1/0CATIOIIAL CARPEll'l'RY) -------------------------
12. NA1U1 or SCltOOL OR INSTITUTION OPl'RRJNG I!!!! PROGRAM------------------------------
13, UPICTBD DATB OP GRADUATION OR COHPUITION HOM 'ffllS PIIOGIWI ------.,.NO=m"i"', ---------,Y"'EAR=----.,..---
14. IN 'fflJS PROGRAM, I AM NOW IN 'fflE (CltliCI( ONB) 
15. 11111) NOST INPWl!NCllll YOU TO BHROLL lN 'l'IIIS 
PIIOGIWI? (CHEClt OHB) 
16, IIHY DID YOU llNMOLL IN 'fflIB PllllGIU\N? (CHIIClt ONB) 
17, HOii MANY Yl!AAII 01' SCHOOL DID YOU COHPLETB DUOllE 
llll'l'BlllllO 'fflIS Pl¥lGIWI? 
18. WHAT WERE YOU DOING BEFORE YOU FIRST l!NOOLLED 
19. 
IN THIS Pl¥lGIWI? (CHECI( ONB) 
JP YOUR ANSWER TO QUt:STION 18 WAS "ilMPLOYBD ruLL 
TIKB', WHAT WAS YOUR JOB CATAIJORY? (CHECK ONE) 
(UAVB 8LANI( OTlmRWISB) 




RBI.ATIVl!S D HIGH SCIIOOL PRINCIPAL D HIGH SCHOOL COUNSIILOll 
FRIENDS D HIGH SCHOOL ACADEMIC D O'fflllR 
TEACHER 
EHPLOYIIR D VOCATIONAL TEACHER D NOOODY 
D TO PRBPARE D OTIIER (SPIICIPY) ------------)'OR A JOB 
ELEH211'1'ARY OR HIGH SCHOOL 
D 4 OR LESs0s0~010B09010Q11 012 
COUJlG 
















D OOING 1'0 SCHOOL 
D MILITARY 
D UNEMPLOYED (LOOl(IIIQ 
D POIIWOMlt) O'fflllR 
PRlt'ESSIOHAL OR KINDRED WOJU<ERS (INCWDllS llCCOUNTANTS, 
llHOINEERS, PERSONNEL WORKERS, ETC.) 
TECHNICIANS (DRAFTSMAN, EIJ!CTIUCAL 'l'ECHHICIAN, IITC .) 
MAHI\GERS, . OPPICIALS, P~PIUETORS, FARM OWNERS, PARM MAIWlBRS 
CU:RICAL WORJ<ERS (INCLUD1!8 OOOICl<EEPl!RS, CASHIERS, 
STOREKEEPERS, ETC.) 
Cll.AF'l'llMAN, FOREMAN, AND KlHPRED W0RJ<ERS (INCLUDES 
CARPENTERS, ElJ?C'J.1RlCIANB ·' MACHINISTS, !TC•) 
OPEM'l'lVEll AHO KIHPRf!O WORJ<ERS (INCLUPES APPRENTICl!II 
ASBEMaLERS, TljUCK DRIVERS, DELIVERY HllN, WIILDERS,., ITC,) . . _.:,. 
' . ··-··\ 
SERVIC~ WOl<J<¥.RS . (INCLUDING fRIVATB IIOUSBffPUi/,:_,1AN.~TORS, ·,' 
GUARDS., ~.) ,,_ t ./.>' 
I.ADORER, (INCLUDING FARM) 
' OTHER (SPECIFY) --------·---,-----'-----
-
a_o_. _x_r_-__ LO_ Y_MDIT __ o_•_ro_ll'l'll_.~ .. I_T_I_u_ ARa _ _ l!lQU __ AL_, -DO--YOU--f-1.AH __ IC:J Y~ D oo TO WOIU( lN OICLAIIOMA WIIEN YOU rINlSH 'l'lllS Pll ORAM? --L o ·ooN''I' KNOW 
OTIS SUPPLY FORM-2 
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21. I llM PRESENTLY (CHECK ONE) D A HIGH SCHOOL FRESHM.~ D IN !?OST HIGH SCHOOL FIRST YEAR 
l}ADUL'l'-PREPARM'ORY MEANS PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS TO PRE- D A HIGH SCHOOL SOPHOMORE D IN BOST HIGH SCHOOL SECOND YEAR PARE THEM FOR GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT. 
D A HIGH SCHOOL JUNIOR D IN ADULT-PREPARATORY TRAININGl\l IIADULT-SUl'l'LEMENTl\RY MEANS PIIDGRllMS FOR ADULTS TO 
IHPllOVE SKILLS OR TO ACQUIRE EXTRA SKILLS .J D A HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR D IN ADULT-SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING@ 
22. WHICH DESCRIBES YOU? (CHECK ONE) D INDIAN D NEG1'0 D WHITE D MEXICAN llMERIC.I\N 
D ORIENTAL D OTHER 
23, IN WHAT SIZE COMMUNITY DID YOU LIVE 00ST OF YOUR tJ LESS THAN 2,500 POPULATION D 2,501 TO 10,000 POPULATION LIFE BEFORE AGE 14? (CHECK ONE) 
(IF YOU DON'T REHEHBER, MAKE AN APP1'0XI>IATION) D 10,001 TO 25,000 POPULATION D 25,001 'l'O 50,000 POPULATION 
D OVER 50,000 l'OPULATION 
24, WHAT Wl\S YOUR Fl\MILY' S PRIMARY SOURCE OF INCO/>IE D FARMING D SELF EMPWYED (NON AGRICULTURAL) MOST OF YOUR LIFE . BEFORE YOU WERE 14? ( CHECK ONE) 
D D WAGES OR SALARY WELFJ\RE1 
D OTHER D SAVINGS 
25. EDUCATION OF FATHER OR HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WHEN D 4TH GRADE OR LESS D GRADUATEO FROM HIGH SCHOOL YOU WERE GRDW:XNG U!?. (CHECK HIGHEST LEVEL 
ATTAINED) D 5TH OR 6TH GRADE D SOME COLLEGE BUT NO DEGREE 
D n'H OR 8TH GRADE D ASSOCIATE DEGREE 
D 9TH OR 10TH GRADE D BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
D 11 TH OR 12TH GRADE D GRADUATE WORK OR PROFESSIONAL (NON-GRADUATE) DEGREE 
·26. OCCUPATION OF FATHER OR HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WHEN D PROFESSIONAL OR KINDRED·WORKERS (INCWDES ACCOUNTANTS, YOU WERE GROWING UP? (CHECK ONE) ENGINEERS , PERSONNEL WORKE;RS , ETC .. ) 
D TECHNICIANS (DRAFTSMEN, ELECTRICAL TECHNICIANS, ETC.) 
D MANAGERS, OFFICIALS, PROPRIETORS, FARM OWNERS, FAruf ~ERS 
D CLERICAL OR KINDRED WORKERS ( INCLUDES BOOKKEEPERS , CASHIERS , STOREKEEPERS, ETC.) 
D SALES WORKERS 
D CRAFTSMEN, FOREMEN, AND KINDRED WORKERS (INCWDES CARPENTERS, ELECTRICIAN~, MACHINISTS·, ETC.) 
D OPERATIVES AND KINDRED WORKERS (INCLUDES JU>PRENTICES ASSEMBLERS , TRUCK DRIVERS ~ DELIVERY MEN, WELDERS , ETC.) 
D SERVICE WORKERS (INCLUDING PRIVAT~ HOUSEHOLD WORKERS, .JANI'IORS, GUARDS, ETC.) 
D LABORER$ (INCLUDING FARM) 
D OTHER (SPECIFY) 
27. WHAT WAS THE APPROXIMATE ANNUAL INCOME OF THE D UNDER $3000, 00 D $ 9000:00 "'; $11999.00 
HOUSEHOLD IN WHICH YOU LIVED LAST YEAR? 
D D (CHECK ONE) $3000.00 .TO $4999.00 $12000.00 TO $15000.00 
D $50oo:oo TO $6999. 00 D OVER $15000'.0Q 
D $7000,00 TO $8999;00 . 
. 
28. HOW. MANY PEOPLE LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD REFERRED 
TO IN QUESTION NUMBER 27 ABOVE? 
(NUMBER~ 
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